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Abstract
In this study we explore the transition to turbulence in the un-
steady bottom boundary layer (BBL) driven by a surface solitary
wave. Based on the experimental observation reported by Sumer et
al (J. Fluid Mech. vol. 646, 2010) for such a base flow, two potential
transition scenarios exist. The primary scenario is associated with
the classical transition resulting from the breakdown of the expo-
nentially growing 2D Tollmien-Schlichting waves. We show that this
time varying flow can be characterized as stable, conditionally unsta-
ble and unconditionally unstable. The alternative scenario consists
of a characteristically different path to transition, resulting from the
formation of localized turbulent spots. The formation of these turbu-
lent spots leads to a bypass transition to turbulence. We show that
this flow is able to produce high gains of energy for 3D structures
resembling elongated streaks by means of non-modal stability anal-
ysis. Furthermore, the evolution of the streaks into the turbulent
spots is captured using a fully non-linear three dimensional direct
numerical simulation with a spectral multidomain penalty method
model.
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